1 Technical documentation
Has the technical documentation been read and understood? □YES □NO

2 Packaging / Transport
Did the charging station arrive packaged? □YES □NO
Are there any marks or dents on the charging station? □YES □NO

3 Set-up
Has the charging station been installed on a wall? □YES □NO
Has the charging station been correctly fixed with four M6 screws? □YES □NO
Has a 300 mm air inlet and outlet gap been left in accordance with the technical documentation? □YES □NO
Has the charging station been installed on a stand? □YES □NO
Have the four circular seals been inserted between the stand and the charging station? □YES □NO
Have the fixing holes on the base of the charging station been pierced? □YES □NO
Have the two horizontal fixing screws been inserted? □YES □NO
Have one or more socket supports been installed? □YES □NO

4 Connection
Is the circuit breaker a C40 type? □YES □NO
Check that no fault current circuit breaker has been set up on the Range XT22 line. □YES □NO
Has the order of phases been checked? □YES □NO
Has the rotary field been checked? □YES □NO
Has the network voltage been measured? □YES □NO
Is the network voltage within the standard Un = -15%/+10%? □YES □NO

Range XT22 serial Nr. : __________________________  SO Nr.: __________________
Place / Date : __________________________
First name / Last name : __________________________
Signature : __________________________

Please return the completed form by email to: info@greenmotion.ch